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From the Editor
Back on deck again. I hope everyone has enjoyed the wonderful summer we’ve had and
caught up with all their repotting. Can’t recall too much bad weather this year so far. No
volcanic eruptions! Oh yes, there were two tropical cyclones a week or so apart in the
middle of summer but none of you have written articles to say how many of your plants got
washed away in the flood so I guess the fine weather soon dried it ail up!
Well folks, my life has changed! I have bought a computer with CD ROM and modem for
the family and can now “surf" the internet. From being chided for not having a computer by
my kids, fellow judges and others, I was briefly one up on Rae who has willingly typed up
these newsletters on her computer these last seven years!
Never to be beaten she now has a modem and is on internet too. Now that I have a
computer, she can email me the newly typed up newsletter which means I don’t have to
paste it up anymore. This will save me time! It will be delivered to my computer mailbox
instantaneously - zap! Rae loves all this modern technology so I hope she will continue to
type the newsletter for a while yet.
The Taranaki Summer Display in January seems an age ago now! Lots of fun was had by
all at the various activities. Alf Day kindly showed us slides taken at the EYOF. A good
range of Oncidiinae were on display in the hall. Next year the venue will be improved as
the school hall has been shifted around in the last few weeks. This year it rained right up till
the ever popular Boot Sale after lunch on Saturday, so the organisers had us up at the
Racecourse stables again to sell! However it fined up before we got amongst the stable
manure! I was very interested to see a Cyrtochilum section plant in bloom used by Andy
Easton as Odm edwardii to remake his popular 0dm Daphne cross. George Fuller got a
good photo of it so I hope to reproduce it in an upcoming newsletter sometime, to see if our
US experts on Cyrtochilums can come up with a different name.
I apologise for the extreme lateness of this issue. I’ve had the main articles on hand for
some time but there has been too much work to be done in the lab and round the nursery
up till now. My atonement is that 1 will have to start the next newsletter immediately! A
couple of members noticed their newsletter hadn’t arrived and wrote or saw me at the
National Judging meeting in Palmerston North. I didn’t get any articles though!
Subscriptions are still coming in. If you receive a coloured subscription form attached to this
newsletter it means you have not rejoined and that we want you back!
If any members are aware of recently awarded Oncidiinae plants (genera of the Odont
Alliance!) please contact me with details and a copy of the award slide, owners name and
phone number so they can be included in an upcoming newsletter. More articles , items of
interest, questions or advertisements are always welcome for insertion.
Ron Maunder - Editor
P.O.Box 2107, Tauranga, N2
Ph/Fax(64) 07 552 5570
email - pondeeza@enternet.co.nz
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THE ERIC YOUNG ORCHH) FOUNDATION - PART TWO
ALAN MOON —- THE SECOND LYNCHPIN
From the earliest years, Eric Young knew his passion for orchids could not be realised without his
growers possessing a similar obsession and vision into the future. In addition they needed special skills
and other attributes such as public relations, general maintenance, lecturing and exhibiting world wide,
contributing articles, etc.
The Foundation is therefore fortunate to have as Curator Alan Moon who with his team of growers has
attained achievements far beyond expectations. The team comprises ;
Administrator Jayne Bisson
Head grower. Has been on the staff for fourteen years.
Martin Ahring
Laboratory technician
John Valin
Additional grower
Thomas Brown
Responsible for the daily management of the Orchid Display
Michael Stephens
House.
They are all encouraged to take part in exhibitions, to lecture and write articles about the foundation.
Alan Moon's first years of orchid experiences were obtained at the world renowned McBeans Orchids
Cooksbridge, Sussex, until 1961 when he joined Eric Young’s staff at Mont Millais. In 1967 he
returned to McBeans for another five years until Eric Young persuaded him take the position as
manager at Mont Millais Nursery. Later he became the key figure in the final development of the new
Eric Young Orchid Foundation in Victoria Village, Jersey.
In 1994 The Royal Horticultural Societ}' of England recognised Alan Moon’s many achievements there
and abroad with an appointment as an Associate of Honour conferred on persons who have rendered
distinguished ser\dces to horticulture. A recent update is the Achievement Award in November 1966
issued by the American Orchid Society to Alan Moon; “in grateful recognition of outstanding
contributions, superlative ser\6ce and long standing dedication to the A.O.S. orchid and horticultural
committees” (first time ever issued to someone in the United Kingdom.).
Alan Moon, in WTiting an appreciation of the many facets of the late Eric Young’s Life, pointed out the
many charitable institutions on Jersey that carry his name as a benefactor. About how carefully he
drew up plans for the Foundation to continue after his death and not be split up and dispersed in the
way of so many former famous collections. He personally insured that the buildings and houses
should also enclose and use the remains of an old brickstone mill and have the thousands of visitors
walk through the narrow passage wa3's to see the collection. After all, he said, that is what people
would come for and not spoiling old remains just to get the buses a little closer !
He wished the collection to always have the appearance of a private collection and designed the
nursery on this basis. As was the tradition in old orchid houses, wood was used for the main
structures. The new nursery covers over 30,000 square feet and includes the orchid display house. An
administration block incorporating an office, laboratory and staff flat (accommodation) were included in
a landscape setting. A short distance away from the nursery' his own house and library were included
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in the initial planning. Building commenced in 1982. Alan Moon will always remember Eric Young as
a brilliant caring man, with a passionate love for any kind of orchid, species or hybrid, large or small,
valuable or not; the driving force his inner desire to grow, preserve and show orchids to whomever
indicated an interest.
The Growing Houses
The nursery block consists of 27,000 sq. ft., five glasshouses each 200 feet in length. At the south end
of the block is an operations area for repotting, packing, storage, heating and other equipment, the
computer control office and the photographic studio. The basis on which all orchid culture rests is the
divisions of the plants, species and hybrids, into those which need cool conditions, those which need
intermediate and others preferring an almost tropical environment. Every requirement is monitored and
provided by a Priva Computer System operating the most up-to-date automation equipment which
controls temperatures, ventilation, relative humidity and shade for each of the houses.
Although It is important to provide ideal warmth for orchids from October to April (during Europe’
worst weather) it is equally-necessary to protect from high summer temperatures and low humidity. A
combination of computer operated shading and ventilation protects the plants from such extremes.
When a ventilator opens any loss of humidity is replenished through the underbench spray lines.
Cloth screens which provide shading are situated inside the houses to double as thermal screens at
night, this considerably reduces heating costs. The computerised system also ensures that when the
orchids are watered they receive the correct amount of nutrient and the rainwater is at the ideal
temperature.
All plants are placed on open slatted staging, in some places tiered, to allow an adequate flow of moist
air around them. At this point it should be mentioned that no fans whatsoever are Used. A giant
cantilevered style of opening the roof from the apex to at least halfway down each side, enables a
massive air exchange inside the houses at any time needed. Also here should be mentioned that all
orchids are watered by hand in all glasshouses and that each house is in charge of a different grower and
a lively competition exists between them to grow the better plants.
Specialised Culture
In addition to outstanding and successful breeding of new orchid hybrids, the team has revolutionised
some aspects of cultivation. By adopting a modem compost matenal known as Rockwool, the period
between sowing seeds and first flowering has been much reduced, in some cases by as much as two or
three years. This is due to the extra vigorous and strong plant growth which is obtained. Furthermore
this new culture has produced superbly grown and larger plants bringing out the full potential of each
variety by increasing sizes and numbers of flowers. This has been an important factor in the increase in
the number of aw-ards gained there and abroad. Each year new hybrids are added to the collection.
These seedlings are raised in the Foundation’s laboratoty'.
On the south side of the Display House there are open doors to step through into the viewing area of
the five plant houses. Here attractive display's are arranged as introductions to the different Idnds and
varieties of orchids which inhabit each house. The glasshouses are also separated into two divisions,
the nearest one to the Display House containing the flowering size plants, the other end of each
division being for reserve collections and seedlings in various stages of growth. Each house may hold

more than one type of orchid each requiring the same or similar environment. Numbered one to five
they are also named according to the predominant orchid. One of the key factors in successful breeding
of orchids and the continued rise in number of awards gained each year has been the availability of the
skills of that great American Don Wimber who is a regular visitor to the Foundation and his
chromosome counting equipment is permanently stored in the Visitors Flat (above the library).
Professor Wimber has enabled the team to find the stud plants in the collection which have
chromosome counts which enable them to be reliable seed producers, thus creating strong normal
seedlings capable of blooming to their optimum best.
Planning for Shows
Each year a different orchid is featured in Chelsea and the British Orchid Congress shows by the
Foundation and so careful planning and forethought is needed. Most need a 2 -3 years preparation
and the team has become very skilled at having the plants bloom exactly on time for these prestigious
shows. For example, in 1996 the E.Y.O.F. won the Williams Memorial Medal awarded by the Royal
Horticultural Council for a group of plants of one genus which showed excellence in cultivation”, i.e.
their superb Gold Medal display of Miltoniopsis hybrid cultivars. These incredible plants were in six
inch pots and suspended so that they could fully display themselves in all their beauty and some
earned up to 94 blooms !! Alf Day can testify to this as Alan Moon insisted he count the flowers in
one pot.
Ten Year Anniversary
So, we come to a summing up of the first ten years, this article concentrating only on the
Odontoglossum Alliance aspect of the Foundation's successes, but not discounting the wonderful
results obtained with Cymbidiums, Paphiopedilums, Phalaenopsis , Calanthe and many other genera.
Visitors in their many thousands each year arrive from all over the world and from all walks of life,
from the youngest student to Royalty; as the Foundation puts it.
The Queen and Duke of Edinburgh, Prince Andrew, The Duchess of Kent, politicians from Ted Heath
to Betty Boothroyd, show personalities such as Sir Harry Secombe and John Cleese have all visited.
Mentioned belatedly here, are the students taken by the Foundation each year for study in specialised
horticultural fields, accommodation being provided for them as well.
Success at shows have netted 5 Gold Medals, a Lawrence Medal, a Williams Medal and individual
plants have resulted in 1j FCC s, 185 AM’s and more trophies from Tokyo and Glasgow than any
other exhibitor. In the U.S.A. during 1995 they were awarded 1 FCC and 8 AM’s at just 3 judging
meetings. All of this is indicative of the high standard of breeding and cultivation achieved a^ the
Foundation during this period. Always in mind are two of the principles detailed by Eric Young:1.

The collection should reflect the best current developments in orchid growing
worldwde.
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To contribute significantly to developing new orchid hybrids of excellence.

Success Muth Odontoglossums
Odontoglossums (Butterfly Orchids) caught the imagination of the early Victorian collectors. It was
not uncommon that the staggering amount of £1,500 was paid for these plants on many occasions at

the turn of the century. Unfortunately, in these commercial times, Odontoglossums are neither a good
cut flower or pot plant as they are a most fastidious plant to grow. Their natural habitat is living in the
cloud base on the equator, some 2,000 feet high in the South American Andes range of mountains. An
Odontoglossum was chosen as the Foundation’s logo, being one of Eric Young favourite orchids. A
large area is devoted to this genus with the purpose of preservation for this most elegant plant.

Many varieties have been awarded throughout the orchid world, none more so than the ‘albino’ type
(flowers without colour pigmentation). A particularly nice cross was flowered in 1986 and the
Foundation’s Committee felt it appropriate to name it Oda. Eric Young, after the Founder. Since then
and from its seedlings some twenty varieties have been awarded by the Royal Horticultural Society’s
Orchid Committee. In 1995 one such hybrid Oda. La Hougue Bie ‘Jersey’ was awarded a FCC and the
prestigious Westonbirt Orchid Medal for the best orchid shown that year. So we can look forward to
seeing many future awarded Odontoglossum coming from the Foundation’s skilled hybridising te am.
At present, the genera being intensively hybridised are , Calanthe, Phragmipedium, Miltonia and
Paphiopedilian.
(With acknowledgement to the E. Y.O.F Souvenir Guide) Jane Frear, Manukau City
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BREEDERS CORNER
SPECIES POLLEN : Great news!
Dr. Guido
, a busy
Belgian doctor, with an
incredible collection of odontoglossum alliance species, has, through Ron Maunder, sent us pollen of
some 8/10 types. He has expressed interest in a flask of Odm.crispum ‘Lehmannii crossed with the
0dm. ioplocon pollen he has sent, (Ron is attending to that) if possible to achieve. I have managed to
get a pod of 0dm. ioplocon crossed on to my Odm.ramosissimum var. maculatum alba after failing to
self it both with it’s own pollen and that of Russell Hutton’s clone ( L&R Orchids ) and I think we
should be going for it and try' for primary hybrids since many of the pollen donors do not exist as
plants m N.Z. anyway, so please help to create some. If you have any species in flower at present or
are expecting flowers, please contact me with your choice from lists below and I will send pollen at
once. For the sake of economy you can nng me at midnight it will not worry me at all. Remember
also Ron has done some stirring about there being available flasks ofselfed species seedlings for the big
Vancouver 16th World Orchid Conference in 999 and the necessity' or prompt action now to set
pods.
We are aware of splendid selfed seedlings of Odm.spectatissimum coming from the Santa Barbara
Estate nursery but not sure who else has achieved other selfings on the Americau^Canadian continent.

Dr.Guido
. has also sent Ron seed of a new Mexican Odm.cordatuTn crossed with the ordinar>'
type Odm-cordatum - huge amount of seed so fertility and healthy plants can be expected. A point to
note, if your species is branching, do not use any of the flowers on the branches but, use they/r.v/
flower on the main stem above the branch as experience has shown me too many failures by using the
side branches. Remember too, the pollen is very small so place a large white cloth around and below
the prospective flower in case you drop the pollen - believe me it is easily done ! 1 also clip off all
petals, sepals and labellum before the pollen is used - reason ?, in the past, lovely developing pods
were eaten by caterpillars hidden under the wthering flower parts. No further trouble after clipping.
Here is the pollen list using the same labels and numbers as sent by Dr.Guido
specimens I can describe - others not.

— a few have dried

0dm. junuiense AP 29
0dm. leucopterum AP 20
0dm. trilobum
0dm. sp novum (Bolivia)

No specimen
No dried specimen
No number or specimen
UnknowTi new type, a medium brown over yellow — upper part
of lip very haiiy gold, lower part solid brown - this could be a
branching type.
0dm. luieo-purpureum ‘Radiatum’ This is the best type with the distinct yellow band through petals
from the column. Specimen shows brilliant chestnut brown on
deep yellow colouring with rich yellow fan shaped lower lip.
0dm. cristatuml
Specimen is fascinating ~ all my search through books I still
come back to this being a yellow 0dm. mirandum, (which I have,
only it is a greenish brown).
0dm. cristatum AP 22
This I assume is the correct type (no specimen).
0dm. cirrhosum AP 30
No specimen. Highly scented type.
0dm. ioplocon AP 15 & AP 21
Very narrow purple flowers wath a rich yellow crest - grow in
bunches up tall tali stems.
These are immediately available so please do not hesitate to choose one (or more) if you have any
species flowering or near to it. Paul Cable have you tried selfmg your awarded 0dm. hallii ? A lot of
us would welcome seedlings from an awarded plant.
Another point is safely posting the pollen — mine, Ron’s and Dr.Guido
’s are all contained in
plain paper packets made up with a small bag of silica gel to keep
the pollen dr>'. ACl^/? transmit pollen under strips of Sellotape
as the adhesive destroys the viability of the pollen. Sadly this
happened with choice pollen collected in Colombia - if only that
man had enclosed each lot of pollen in a piece of paper first, then
Sellotaped it to a board for safety in transit we would have
several more types to offer. My telephone is 09 2784698 or
78 Portage Rd Papatoetoe North, Manukau City' 1701
Jane Frear.

TOURING ABOUT IN SOUTH AMERICA
(wath occasional glimpses of orchids)

1:

Buenos Aires

September 1996 saw a large-ish group of more than 40 people, on our way for 3 weeks in South
America. The excuse for the tour was the 15th World Orchid Conference held in Rio de Janeiro in
Brazil. It is probably fair to say that not all of the members of the group were necessarily orchid
enthusiasts themselves, but were content to tag along! We flew from Auckland direct to Buenos Aires.
Argentina (Aerolineas Argentinas is not renowmed for excessive comfort or super-attentive cabin
serx'icel), arriving there late in the afternoon. After we had settled into our hotel, we ventured forth on
fool in small groups to explore something of the central part of the city.
Buenos Aires is laid out mainly on a conventional grid pattern, but in one part there are several narrow
streets running diagonally across the grid, creating all sorts of interesting intersections. A most
impressive sight is the super wide thoroughfare cutting a swathe across the centre of the town, called
Avenida 9 de Julio (you get the impression that the main street in every Argentinean city bears that
name). In fact this thoroughfare is 3 streets, each carrying many lanes of constant traffic, separated by
grassed areas and interestingly shaped trees. These streets may once have been conventional streets of
normal width, with normal buildings, and it seemed to me as though at some stage the buildings had all
been demolished and the streets widened to create this magnificent thoroughfare. In the middle of
Avenida 9 de Julio stands a tall obelisk. The very pleasantly efficient young lady who was our local
guide claimed that it was impossible to get lost in the middle of Buenos Aires, because you could
always see the obelisk. We discovered later that our tour leader that evening had the first of several
misadventures on the trip, by getting himself temporarily lost... (We also heard that he disregarded his
oviTi advice to the rest of us always to walk about the town in a group, and became the victim of an
attempted mugging.)
Several of us spent some time exploring two pedestrian streets, window shopping only. These areas
were very busy, every second shop seemed to be an eating-place of some kind. We eventually selected
a likely looking cafe for our own dinner, where we enjoyed a pleasant meal, and at the end caused great
amusement for the staff in sorting out the bill amongst ourselves.
Next morning we were taken on a tour of the city', described in our itinerary as the “Paris of the
Americas''. There is certainly a distinctly continental air about the local architecture with, in some
places, elegant facades with tall shuttered windows and elegant balconies, some vv'ith wTousht iron.
Elsewhere however, shops and buildings at street level seemed complete, but when you looked higher
up many of them had been left unfini shed. We found the weather agreeably pleasant and mild. The
local citizenry however preferred still to be well wrapped up. The older people especially were
beautifully dressed in elegantly tailored suits and overcoats.
In the early afternoon we were driven to the port area called La Boca, originally established by Italian
immigrants, and in particular the street called Caminito. This area is famed as the home of the tango.
Caminito is today a narrow pedestrian street lined w'lth brightly painted houses and buildings, and
hosting an open air art market, the proprietors of the many stalls \ying with each other to catch the
eye of the constantly passing parade of visitors. At one end of this street 1 found a group of school age
children, visitors themselves, who when they saw my camera spontaneously hammed up an
improvised performance - a tango, naturallv.

BA is a city of many contrasts. Near our hotel was a whole block that was a grassy and tree-lined park
with its own special toilet comer for dogs. On our way to La Boca we had seen the bright blue onion
domes of a Russian Orthodox church poking up from among other buildings. There is a large number of
heroic statues and sculptures all over the place. Now we were taken across to the other side of town to
the very fashionable area called Recoleta, and its extraordinary cemetery, not a graveyard such as we
would normally recognise. It is in fact a small city, with narrow paved streets and alleyways, and
cheek-by-jowl buildings, some bigger than others, some extravagant and ornate, some very simple,
some well maintained, others gradually falling into neglect. Each is a family mausoleum. Each of
course appears to be a mini-chapel. Most have, above grotmd and visible through the door, one or two
shelves with coffins on them. Most have a grating in the floor and a stairway leading down to a crj'pt
beneath. A feature of many of them was a number of brass or bronze plaques commemorating the
centenary of the birth or death of one or more of those whose remains were laid within (it seems quite
unreal to consider them “buried”). It is said that these accommodations for the dead are considerably
more expensive than apartments for the living! 1 was greatly amused to look along one of these lanes
past the tombs to a large advertisement on the side of a nearby multi storey apartment block,
advertising Medicorp Health Insurance - not however of much use to the inmates of the “dead centre”
of BA! We were duly conducted down one of the alleys to the tomb of Eva Peron, Evita herself. (We
understand however that it is not at all certain that she is actually buried here.) Fresh flowers are
regularly laid at this tomb.
Back to the more mundane world, and a cruise on the waterways of the delta of the Rio Tigre where it
flows into the Rio de la Plata. Once you get past the main “working” areas where there are quays and
landing-places and barges and lighters etc, and turn off the main waterway, there is a maze of little
islands where the wealthy residents of BA have their summer homes. Some of them were quite grand
affairs indeed; but some to my eyes at least had affinities with the traditional Kiwi bach.
For dinner this evening we all went to an Argentine steakhouse. This was one of several similar
establishments, a large restaurant where they have in the front window a huge circular fireplace heaped
with glowing coals around which were placed special racks holding large cuts of meat to grill. They
also had inside the more usual type of barbecue for cooking smaller sized slabs of meat.
The next day a number of us opted to take the tour to the Estancia Santa Susana, a ranch house some
60km or so away. The first part of the drive was on a motorway, and we hadn't gone all that far when
we were stopped by the motorway policia, and the driver interviewed by them, certainly reprimanded
and probably fined, apparently for travelling in the wrong lane. The problem apparently is that
whichever is meant to be the correct lane for a bus to drive gets changed from time to time, without
much in the way of prior notice. Once we left the motoru'ay, the drive through the counffi'side, la
pampa, was much more interesting even though the land, part of a gigantic plain, was “unrelentingly
flat” as my guidebook describes it. I assume that the estancia which we went to is probably still a
working farm. The original farmhouse, a low single-storey pink-plastered building with a substantial
shady verandah around it supported on white columns, is maintained as a sort of historical museum,
with furnishings and household chattels of about a century or so vintage. Elsewhere there is a much
more crudely designed and structured building, for the purpose of hosting and feeding the large numbers
of tourists who take this package. Indeed, the tourism angle is probably the best “crop” produced by
this farm! Steaks and chops and spare ribs of enormous size (and indifferent butchering) are barbecued
over huge beds of coals. Sadly, 1 have to report that if you like steak then eating Argentine beef is
something that you really have to work at. And I mean work, at least on our experiences of it.

Several of our group, who knew about such matters, being beef producers in the Waikato and Rotorua
regions, stoutly averred that they grew far better beef on their o\nti properties at home! So, while we
found the ranch itself and especially the beef to be rather a disappointment, the drive in the
countryside away from the city was itself rather pleasant.
We returned to town in time to take in a tango show that evening. We were taken to the show at the
establishment called Casa Blanca (which of course means “white house”). Though the venue seemed to
me slightly seedy and a bit run down, the show itself was most enjoyable, full of colour and interest. It
was not all dancing, there were various musical interludes, but the highlight of course was the various
different tangos, wondrously sensuous and needing veiy lithe and supple performers.
Altogether, a busy and interesting start to our journey. Next stop Iguazu Falls.
(fo be continued)

Chris Hubbert
Auckland

Colour Illustrations
1 Miltoniopsis Clive Halls‘Jessica Mary’AM/OCNZ - Orchid of the Year 1995
This huge,top quality flower was bred by Clive Halls of Beenak Orchids, Australia from M.vexillaria
‘Beenak’ x M. James Ivor Matson. It was deflasked in T 991 and on its second flowering for owner
Ellen Manson of Christchurch, received its award and was later named ‘Orchid of the Year’. Bred
from a possible tetraploid M.vexillaria it astounded the judges by its large size of 125mm OW and
142mm vertical. Superbly photographed by John Campbell of Christchurch here, it displayed three
spikes of 6,6 and 4 blooms.

2 One. Golden Harvest ‘ButterbalT HCC/OCNZ
This well grown plant belonging to Nola & Gordon Chisnal of Whangarei carried 15 x 70mm OW
flowers on an erect, branched spike when awarded. The cross is One Shower of Gold x Golden Cloud and
was registered by WL Hughes of Australia.

3 Aliceara Syd Wray ‘Tawhai’ HCC/OCNZ
Syd Wray of Whangarei flowered this strikingly marked Odontoglossum intergeneric-a seedling from
the Everglades Orchids stable. When awarded it held 6 x 80mm wide flowers with a vertical height of
104mm, on one spike. Breeding is Mtssa. Charles Marden Fitch x One. crispum.

4 Wils. Space Planet ‘Solar Flair’ HCC/OCNZ
Chris Francis also of Whangarei grew this plant and he reports another of the cross has received an
award. There were 16 flowers and 9 buds on one spike when awarded. Size was given as OW 45mm
with 57mm as the vertical. Breeder is Helmut Rohrl of USA. Colour is red brick to orange with a
magenta overlay which does not show up well in this shot.

5 Bllra. Witches Cauldron ‘Magic Brew ’ AM/OCNZ
At last a photo of the’Best Odontoglossum Alliance’ plant at the 1995 Palmerston North conference.
This mericlone bred by George Black, UK was purchased as a single plant in a tube in 1987 from
David Stead,UK. Gwenda Parkinson of Hawera shows again how her previously awarded plant could
win at the show with 8 huge flowers and 1 bud.. Breeding is Mtssa Charles Marden Fitch x Oda Irene
Williams. Photo by Mike Brisco, Hawera. Unfortunately this photo v>fas unavailable for our show
review at the time.

6 Odedm. Festival Lights ‘Sharon’ HCC/OCNZ
This was a well grown plant by Jeanette Ansley of New Plymouth and was superior to two others
staged at the same time. Breeding is 0dm. bictoniense x One. Jorge Verboonen. Breeder unknown.
Superbly photographed by George Fuller, New Plymouth. 14 fis and 5 buds, OW65mm, Vert. 65mm.

1 Miltps. Clive Halls ‘Jessica Mary’AM/OCNZ 2 One. Golden Harvest‘ButterbairHCC/OCNZ
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